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Term 4 2018-2019 

Medicine through the Ages 

PE– Tennis 

In Tennis, children will be learning how to use forehand, backhand and volleys.    

PE– Cricket 

In Cricket,  children will be learning to bowl, bat and field. 

English– Diaries 

This term, children will be looking at diary writing and linking this to our History 

topic.    

 English– Biographies 

Children will also learn how to write biographies, which will be also linked to our 

History topic.  

 

PSHCE– Getting on and falling out 

This term’s PSHCE encourages children to think about cooperating 

with others. 

Computing– Word Processing and Power 

Point 

Children will continue to develop a range of basic skills on 

Microsoft Word and Power Point, including changing fonts, 

using copy, cut and paste, saving, inserting pictures and 

using spell check. 

Music Express 

Children will be continue to use our new music scheme, Music 

Express, to develop their musical skills with a new unit of work on 

Recycling. 

The choir will also continue to work with Mr Campbell this term, in 

preparation for a performance alongside other Vale Academy Primary 

Schools at the end of term. 

History– Medicine through the Ages 

Our History topic focuses on medicine in the 16th –17trh centuries 

at the time of the Plague .  We will then focus on Edward 

Jenner (18th century) and Florence Nightingale (19th 

century.  We will look at how the lives of wealthy people were 

different from the lives of poorer people and how  

events rom the past have shaped our life today. 
 

Science– Child Led Investigations 

Science this term will be led by the children’s own 

interests. Discussions will take place to establish 

children’s scientific interests and what they wish to find 

out. Children will then design and carry out 

investigations and experiments to find the answers to 

some of their questions! 

RE– What do we know about Jesus? 

In RE this term we will be learning more about Jesus.   

Art— observational drawing 

Our Art topic will focus on observational drawing of science equipment such as 

bottles.  


